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Eurotunnel ferry entry
showdown looms
By Rose Jacobs

British and French regulators are lining up for a showdown over Eurotunnel’s attempts to
enter the ferry market, after the UK Competition Commission said the channel tunnel
operator could drive up prices.

In provisional findings, the commission said Eurotunnel’s purchase of three ferries from
SeaFrance, which collapsed into bankruptcy in late 2011, would “increase its already high
share of the cross-Channel market”.

It added: “Given that the company already holds a market share of over 40 per cent, we’re
concerned that customers could lose out.”

Eurotunnel bought the three vessels to launch its own service, called MyFerryLink. French
regulators last year cleared the purchase but raised concerns about its impact on competition
in the freight market and barred Eurotunnel from cross-selling freight services on ferry and
rail for five years.

P&O Ferries, which controls about a third of the Dover-Calais ferry market for leisure and
freight, said that decision was “politically expedient” in reference to the French jobs that
were saved by the deal.

The Competition Commission will publish a final report in mid-April after reviewing feedback
to its provisional findings and also considering the impact on SeaFrance’s former employees.

Eurotunnel said on Tuesday it would challenge the CC’s findings: “The creation of a new
competitor in the cross-Channel marketplace, MyFerryLink, constitutes an increase in
competition and brings additional choice for customers.”

The CC also raised concerns that excess capacity on the Dover-Calais crossing could cause
one of the independent operators to quit the market, further denting competition there.
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